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ABSTRACT

The present invention is directed to a method for calculating

tumor detection probability of a biopsy plan and for gener
ating a 3D biopsy plan that maximizes tumor detection
probability. A capsule shaped volume is modeled to repre

sent the volume that a biopsy core may sample . An optimi
zation method is used to generate a 3D biopsy plan that
maximizes probability of tumor detection for predefined
biopsy core numbers and length . Risk of detecting insignifi
cant tumors, also determined by size , and probability of a
false negative result is automatically calculated . The present
invention also includes a method to determine number and
length of biopsy cores required for individual patients deter
mined by the balance of the insignificant / significant prob
ability of detection , prostate size and shape, based upon the
previously explained 3D biopsy plan generation method .
20 Claims , 12 Drawing Sheets
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GEOMETRIC BIOPSY PLAN
OPTIMIZATION

directions . Several studies have been conducted to compare
different number of cores (e.g. 6 , 8 , 12 , 14 , 20 cores ),

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional
Patent Application No. 62/ 409,040 , filed on Oct. 17 , 2016 ,
which is incorporated by reference herein , in its entirety.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

5
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The present invention relates generally to biopsy . More
particularly the present invention relates to a method for
geometric biopsy plan optimization .
15
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In 2014 , an estimated 233,000 new cases of prostate
shown that it is necessary to treat many men to prevent one
death from PCa and that significant overtreatment exists .
Even so , PCa caused an estimated 29,480 mortalities in 2014
alone . This data underscores the need for more specific P?a

cancer ( PCa) were diagnosed in the US alone . Studies have 20

locations ( e.g. additional cores in the apex ), and directions
(e.g. more lateral ). Meanwhile, the American Urological
Association ( AUA ) has recommended to use the 12 - core
extended sextant plan with apical and far - lateral locations of
the gland, based on a literature review of clinical results.
However, other authors have reported mixed results, for
example different detection rates for the same number of
cores and higher detection rate with fewer cores. Possible
reasons of this inconsistency may be due to patient selection
differences in core placement between urologists for the
same biopsy plan, and low repeatability of biopsy even for
the same urologist. Moreover, false -negative biopsy rates
could not be evaluated in these studies since the reference
tests were based on radical prostatectomy specimens , sug
gesting that the true PCa detection rate could be even lower.
Biopsy plans are not typically customized for individual
patients. The only parameter that may sometimes change the
biopsy plans is the prostate volume . Yet it remains unclear
if and how the biopsy plan should be adjusted for different
prostate volume and the 12 - core plan remains commonly
used regardless of the volume . It was , owever, suggested
that since there is large variation in prostate volumes ( from

screening tests and more reliable PCa diagnosis at biopsy. 25 10 cm to hundreds of cm ) biopsy core numbers need to be

Systematic , untargeted prostate biopsy is the current gold
standard for PCa diagnosis. Ideally, the goal is to uniformly
distribute the biopsy cores according to an extended sextant
biopsy plan . But a coordinate based geometric definition of
the biopsy plan is typically unavailable . Rather, current
biopsy plans are simplistically represented by a two dimen
sional (2D ) cross - section of the gland showing a grid of
points. This leaves room for subjective interpretation . More
over , the number and length of the biopsy cores are not
typically optimized for individual patients .
The most common way of diagnosing PCa is the tran
srectal ultrasound ( TRUS ) guided prostate biopsy. More
than 1 million procedures are performed each year in the
United States and Europe . While targeted biopsy methods
( currently using ultrasound to magnetic resonance imaging
( MRI ) fusion ) are being investigated for high risk patients ,
the most numerous, primary biopsies are still performed
based on TRUS guided systematic extended sextant biopsy
plans that are supposed to sample the gland uniformly.
However, clinical data shows that systematic biopsies have
low sensitivity and low negative predictive value . Studies
have confirmed that biopsy samples are often clustered and
miss regions , leading to both over- and under - sampled
regions of the prostate, which increase the likelihood of
detecting insignificant cancer and obtaining false negative
biopsy results . Among other factors such as manual execu
tion errors , biopsy planning is a major cause of unreliable
prostate biopsy localization .
The current systematic extended sextant plans are poorly
defined from a geometric standpoint. The typical 12 - core
extended sextant biopsy is to uniformly sample at Left /
RightxMedial/LateralxApex /Mid /Base of the prostate. The
current representation of the plan is a schematic of a grid of
points on a 2D coronal section of the prostate. The basic and
extended sextant plans, for example , are shown in FIG . 1A
and FIG . 1B . This definition is vague , lacking the coordinate
location of the cores and leaving much room for subjective
interpretation. In 3D the uncertainty widens, as exemplified
in FIG . 1C . It is unclear where the plane of grid should be ,
or whether the cores should be coplanar.
An optimal biopsy plan should be defined by 1 ) the
number of cores and 2 ) core coordinate locations and
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adjusted accordingly . Yet, other clinical studies found that
there is no advantage on increasing the number of cores for
larger prostates , leaving the debate still open .
Computer simulated biopsy studies have been performed
based on statistical atlases using whole mount prostates. In
these studies , the detection rates of different biopsy plans
were measured by calculating the number of tumors detected
by the simulated biopsy cores , and the number of tumors
missed in each case . These groups have been first to propose
and implement analytical prostate biopsy optimizations by
precisely calculating the number of cores needed to achieve
a certain detection rate. Among them , results were somewhat
different possibly due to different statistical maps of tumor
occurrence used by each group , or different placement of the
cores for the same biopsy plan. Because the methods were
used on the resected gland, they could not consider the path
of needle insertion .
Other previous approaches used 2D analyses to determine
the probability of significant cancer detection for trans
perineal biopsy using a grid template of equally spaced
holes . This probability is calculated based on the area
covered by the cores per unit grid on the transversal 2D cross
section . The study demonstrated the ability to precisely
calculate the probability based on prostate geometry and was
able to predict the probability of a false negative result for
an individual patient.
It would therefore be advantageous to provide a method
that improves tumor detection probability of a given biopsy
plan.

SUMMARY

According to a first aspect of the present invention a
method of calculating tumor detection probability of a
60 biopsy plan including calculating insignificant tumor detec
tion probability. The method includes generating a three
dimensional biopsy plan that increases the probability of the
insignificant tumor detection probability. Additionally, the
method includes calculating probability of a false negative
65 detection of tumor using the three - dimensional biopsy plan ,
and determining a number and length of biopsy cores
required to execute the three - dimensional biopsy plan.

US 10,751,034 B2
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In accordance with an aspect of the present invention , the probability as the ratio of the number of elements of the
detected voxel set 22 and tumor search area voxel set T. The
transitory computer readable medium . The method also system includes detecting tumors in the prostate gland. The
includes calculating tumor detection probability with steps system includes detecting tumors in any organ with a
such as , setting a bounding box for a tumor detection area 5 boundary that is segmentable as a surface. The system
and a voxel size to discretize this volume at a predetermined includes representing the biopsy cores as a capsule with a
level of resolution ; iterating through all voxels ; checking if cylindrical volume having hemispherical end caps . Further
a voxel center is within the tumor detection area , and if so the system includes setting a tumor detection area . The
add it to a set T ; iterating through all voxels of set T ; system can also include a biopsy device .
verifying if the voxel center falls within any of the biopsy 10
method includes implementing the method using a non

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

cores of set II; counting the voxel with a center that falls

within any of the biopsy cores of set II as sampled by adding

it to a set 2 ; and calculating tumor prediction probability as

The accompanying drawings provide visual representa

the ratio of the number of elements of the 2 and I sets .

tions which will be used to more fully describe the repre

Additionally
, the method includes detecting tumors in the 15 sentative embodiments disclosed herein and can be used by
prostate gland, and representing the biopsy cores as a those skilled in the art to better understand them and their
capsule with a cylindrical volume having hemispherical end
caps . The method includes setting a tumor detection area .
The method includes generating the three - dimensional

inherent advantages . In these drawings, like reference
numerals identify corresponding elements and:
FIGS . 1A - 1C illustrate schematic views of biopsy
biopsy plan for significant tumors for a predefined number 20 schemes in 2D and an example of its application in 3D .
of biopsy cores and lengths. The method also includes
FIG . 2 illustrates a schematic view of a model prostate
generating the three - dimensional biopsy plan for insignifi with a tumor and a representation of a spherical model tumor
cant tumors for a predefined number of biopsy cores and being undetected by biopsy cores .
lengths. Additionally, the method includes defining a tumor
FIG . 3A illustrates a schematic view of a definition of a
detection area of a biopsy core as a capsule surrounding the 25 capsule model .
biopsy core with a cylindrical volume having hemispherical
FIG . 3B illustrates a schematic view of a modeled prostate
end caps of the diameter of a tumor to be detected .

with detected and undetected tumors .

invention , a system for calculating tumor detection prob

undetected tumor calculation based on the capsule model .

In accordance with still another aspect of the present

ability of a biopsy plan includes a source of image data
capable of reconstructing a target organ in three - dimensions .
The system includes a non -transitory computer readable
medium . The non - transitory computer readable medium is
programmed for calculating significant and insignificant
tumor detection probability from the image data . The program also includes generating a three - dimensional biopsy
plan that increases the probability of the significant and
insignificant tumor detection probability and calculating
probability of a false negative detection of tumor using the
three -dimensional biopsy plan to create a revised threedimensional biopsy plan. The program further includes
determining a number and length of biopsy cores required to
execute the revised three -dimensional biopsy plan .
In accordance with yet another aspect of the present
invention , the system further includes a computing device .
The system includes calculating tumor detection probability
with steps of setting a bounding box for a tumor detection
area and a voxel size to discretize this volume at a prede
termined level of resolution ; iterating through all voxels ;
checking if a voxel center is within the tumor detection area ,
and if so add it to a set T ; iterating through all voxels of set
T ; verifying if the voxel center falls within any of the biopsy
cores of a set II; counting the voxel with a center that falls

FIG . 4 illustrates a schematic view of detected and
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FIG . 5A illustrates an image view of anatomical con
straints for a transrectal biopsy.
FIG . 5B illustrates an image view of anatomical con
straints for a transperineal biopsy .
FIG . 5C illustrates an image view of anatomical con
straints for an angled biopsy.
FIG . 6A illustrates a schematic view of an initial biopsy
plan for a transrectal biopsy .
FIG . 6B illustrates a schematic view of an initial biopsy
plan for a transperineal biopsy.
FIG . 6C illustrates a schematic view of an initial biopsy
plan for an angled biopsy .
FIG . 7A illustrates a transverse view reconstructed VHP
model.
FIG . 7B illustrates a sagittal view of the reconstructed
VHP model.
FIG . 8A illustrates a schematic view of a transrectal
biopsy plan .
FIG . 8B illustrates a schematic view of a uniform grid
biopsy plan .
FIG . 8C illustrates a schematic view of an angled needle
transperineal biopsy.
FIG . 9 illustrates schematic views of biopsy plans . FIG . 9
shows a transrectal 12 - core , 18 mm core length biopsy of 40

within any of the biopsy cores of set II as sampled by adding cm prostate. The systematic plan is shown on the left and
it to a set 2 ; and calculating tumor prediction probability as 55 the optimized plan is shown on the right with capsules (top )
the ratio of the number of elements of the 2 and I sets . The

system includes calculating tumor detection probability with
steps of setting a volume of a tumor detection area and a

voxel size to discretize the volume of the tumor detection

and cores (bottom ). The optimization increases the prob

ability of significant tumor detection (SP ) from 42.5 % to
54.4 % .

FIG . 10 illustrates a graphical view of iterative improve

area at a predetermined level of resolution to a set of voxels 60 ment in the probability of detection during the optimization
T ; defining the tumor detection area of a biopsy core as a process for an exemplary 20 cm prostate size .
capsule surrounding the biopsy core with a cylindrical
FIG . 11A illustrates a graphical view of 'P versus the
volume having hemispherical end caps of the diameter of the number of cores for different prostate sizes .
tumor to be detected ; iterating through all voxels of I and
FIG . 11B illustrates a graphical view of ' P versus the
checking if a voxel center is within the tumor detection area 65 number of cores for different prostate sizes .
of the biopsy cores of the plan ; adding the voxel center to the
FIG . 11C illustrates a graphical view of $ P / P versus the
sampled voxel set ; and calculating tumor prediction

number of cores for different prostate sizes .
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FIG . 12A illustrates a graphical view of a graphical view
FIG . 12B illustrates a graphical view of ' P versus core

To develop the tumor detection probability model, it is
assumed that tumors are spherical in shape. Although many
tumor foci are not spherical, this model is the worst - case
length for different prostate sizes .
scenario because the sphere has the lowest surface to volume
FIG . 12C illustrates a graphical view of SP / P versus core 5 ratio making it hardest to detect per unit volume . In other
length for different prostate sizes .
words, the furthest distance between any two points is
smallest on the sphere than any other shape of the same
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
volume, as exemplified in FIG . 2. Therefore optimizations
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
based on the spherical model will result in the highest
10
density of biopsy cores. The spherical model also offers the
The presently disclosed subject matter now will be advantage of simplicity which enables the development of
described more fully hereinafter with reference to the the capsule model presented in the next section .
accompanying Drawings , in which some , but not all
Next , it is assumed that the probability of tumor occur
embodiments of the inventions are shown . Like numbers 15 rence is uniform throughout the prostate volume , although
refer to like elements throughout. The presently disclosed the majority of tumors occur in the peripheral zone of the
subject matter may be embodied in many different forms and prostate. This also represents a worst - case scenario , since
should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set only sampling certain regions of the prostate would require
forth herein ; rather, these embodiments are provided so that less biopsy cores . In addition , the probability of tumor
this disclosure will satisfy applicable legal requirements. 20 occurrence in different zones of the prostate could be imple
Indeed , many modifications and other embodiments of the mented by applying weight factors to the regions based on
presently disclosed subject matter set forth herein will come statistical data .
Finally, the threshold of clinically significant tumor size is
to mind to one skilled in the art to which the presently
defined as 20.5 cm ( sphere radius 4.924 mm) and insig
disclosed subject matter pertains having the benefit of the nificant
tumor sizes0.2 cm ( radius 3.628 mm ).
teachings presented in the foregoing descriptions and the 25 The optimization
attempted to find as many as
associated Drawings . Therefore, it is to be understood that possible of the largealgorithm
tumors
(
20.5
Unavoidably, this
the presently disclosed subject matter is not to be limited to process also resulted in the detectioncmof) .small
tumors ( 50.2
the specific embodiments disclosed and that modifications
and other embodiments are intended to be included within cm” ) , which are undesirable to be sampled . Tumors that fall
30 in the midrange size ( > 0.2 cm² & < 0.5 cm ) were not
the scope of the appended claims .
for, but not considered detrimental if found .
The present invention is directed to a method for calcu searched
A real tumor was considered sampled if the biopsy core
lating clinically significant tumor ( determined by size ) intersected
the tumor. In the model , a spherical tumor was
detection probability of a given biopsy plan and a method for
generating a 3D biopsy plan that maximizes this tumor sampled if the axis of core (needle ) intersected the sphere.
detection probability with a predefined number of biopsy 35 convenient
From the computational
standpoint, however, it is more
to assess if the center of the sphere is located
cores and core length . A capsule ( cylindrical with hemi within a capsule
cylindrical shape with rounded ends) that
spherical ends) shaped volume that is coaxial and centered is centered on the(acore
. These two approaches were equiva
on the biopsy core is modeled to represent the volume that
in terms of the tumor being sampled or not, as shown in
a biopsy core may sample. A tumor is considered detected if lent
. 3A and 3B .
its center is within this capsule , assuming that tumors are 40 FIGS
capsule model is a cylindrical shape with hemispheri
spherical. For a single core biopsy, sampled volume is calThe
ends
(FIG . 3A) . The radius of the capsule is equal to the
defined as the volume of the intersection between the
( R) of the spherical tumor, and the length (L ) of the
respective capsule and the prostate. The probability of radius
equals the length of the core (biopsy core magazine
detecting a significant tumor, determined by its size , with cylinder
slot
on
the
needle ).
this single core is the ratio of sampled volume to total 45 This model
allowed us to quantify the prostate volume
prostate volume . For multiple core biopsy , the probability of that a needle sampled
biopsy needles are usually
detecting a significant tumor is defined as the ratio of the slim ( 18 Ga) , making. itProstate
convenient
to neglect their thick
combined , non -overlapping volume of individual sampled ness . This also represents a worst case
scenario since the
volumes to total prostate volume.
modeled
volume
is
less
than
the
actual
.
An optimization method is used to generate a 3D biopsy 50
spherical tumor is considered detected if, and only if,
plan that maximizes probability of tumor detection for theAdistance
its center to the axis of the needle is
predefined biopsy core numbers and length . The risk of smaller than itsfromradius
(dsR) , which makes the center fall
detecting insignificant tumors, also determined by size , and within the capsule . Therefore
volume searched for a
the probability of a false negative result is also automatically spherical tumor of radius R by, the
a single needle core is the
calculated . The present invention also includes a method to 55 volume of the capsule with the radius
sphere and the
determine the number and length of biopsy cores required length of the core . FIG . 3B illustratesof inthe3D
a spherical
for individual patients determined by the balance of the tumor being detected or not detected by the capsule
model .
insignificant / significant probability of detection, prostate
Numerically, the volume of the capsule is ,
size and shape, based upon the previously explained 3D
60
biopsy plan generation method .
The actual tissue volume extracted from a biopsy core is
4
(Eq . 1 )
VÅ = TRL + ZTR3
very small , on the order of 0.005 cm for a typical 18 Ga
prostate biopsy needle . This represents only 0.02 % of a 24
cm prostate. It would then follow that 4,800 needles would
be required to fully sample the prostate. Fortunately, search- 65 The volume searched by one core within the prostate is ,
ing for clinically significant tumors requires substantially
(Eq . 2 )
less cores.
V. , R = V.nr
of SP versus core length for different prostate sizes .

R
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For multiple cores , individual core volumes do not simply

projected distance from the point to the core center along the

sum up because the cores may intersect each other. There

axis of the core , and d3 , d4 are distances to the ends of the

core , as shown in FIG . 4 .

fore,

Core positions and entry points are subject to the follow
V.VN , RUV... UVC )
( Eq . 3 ) 5 ing anatomical constraints :
1. Core positions should avoid the urethra ( shown in
The probability of detecting a tumor of radius R with n FIGS
. 5A - 5C ) to prevent hematuria and urinary retention .
cores is :
2. The needle path must not interfere with the pubic arch
3. The entry point constraints depend on the biopsy path.
Their presence also reduces the rank of the state matrix
bone .

Von (VIUVEZ ... UVcon )

VRS ,

PR Vp

(Eq. 4)

10

Vp

Since the radii of the significant (0.5 cm? ) and insignifi
cant ( 0.2 cm° ) tumors are 4.924 mm respectively 3.628 mm ,
the significant and insignificant probabilities of detection

15

are :

sp = p4.924 and iP = p3.628

( Eq. 5)

20

The P , either significant or insignificant, is a function of
the position and orientation of the biopsy cores relative to

the gland. Core orientation may be conveniently parameter
ized by the location of the entry point of the biopsy needle
and the position of the core center . Therefore, a biopsy plan
for n cores may be defined as a state matrix II (nx6 ) as :

?

e11 e12 e13 C11 C12 C13

:

:

:

(Eq. 6)

:

defined by Eq . 6. Therefore , depending on the biopsy path ,
the parameterization of the plan may be simplified to a state
matrix of independent variables Y. For the 3 biopsy plans:

For transrectal biopsy the needle is normally passed
alongside the TRUS probe, which in turn is constrained at
the anal sphincter, the pivot point of the probe . Thus, the
entry points are constrained to move around the probe
circumference (circle around the ultrasound probe in FIG .
5A) . Accordingly, the entry points Ej, are constrained to the
probe circumference and determined by the probe rotation
angle 0 ;. Therefore , the state matrix V (nx4 ) may be

described as
25

01 C11

C12 C13

:

U=

Len Cnl

(Eq . 8 )

:

Cnl cn3

30

For template ( grid ) transperineal biopsy the direction of
the needles are perpendicular to the template ( parallel to
each other ). The entry points are constrained to the grid

enl en2 en3 Cnl Cnl Cn3

( FIG . 5B ) , discrete locations of the template X ;; (Xi13
Where
; (0:1, 0 :2 , 0 :3)theandcore
Cycenter
(C1 , C2,positions
C3 ) are theof core
needlei . 35 Xholes
entry
point, E respectively
;2) . The core positions are restricted along the direction of
Then, the P can be calculated using the following algo
Set a bounding box for the prostate and a voxel size to

the needle at depth dr. Accordingly, the parameterized state

matrix V (nx3 ) may be described as :

rithm :

discretize this volume at a desired level of resolution .
For simplicity , the coordinate system is the same of the
image , but could be differently chosen .

Iterating through all voxels , check if the voxel center is
within the prostate gland, and if so add it to a gland set
T.
Iterating through all voxels of set T , verify if the voxel
center falls within any of the capsules of II.
If so , count the voxel as sampled by adding it to a set

40
=

X11 X12 di
: : :
-XnI Xni dn

(Eq . 9 )

For angled transperineal biopsy, the entry points are
constrained to the perineum ( FIG . 5C ) and may be param
eterized to points X ;;( X 1, X , 2 ) on a plane aligned with the
perineum . Unlike the previous case , core center positions
22 .
may be placed throughout the prostate . Accordingly, the
Calculate P as the ratio of the number of elements of the
50 state matrix V (nx5 ) may be described as :
Q and T sets .
45

Then , the P can be calculated using the following algo

rithm :

=

PR NN ((T12))

(Eq . 7 )

55

X11 X12 C11 C12 C13
: : : : :

( Eq. 10)

Xnl Xx2 Cnl Cnl Cn3

In general, the state matrix ' is an (nxm) matrix , with
The algorithm above calculates a scalar P ( II) value for m== { 4, 3 , 5 } for the transrectal, transperineal grid , and
any given biopsy plan II of n cores and tumor of radius R. 60 angled biopsies respectively .
The implementation included geometric evaluations that
The anatomical constraints were manually segmented
can be performed by classic methods available in public from the pelvic anatomy of the Visible Human Project model
domain graphic toolkits . A fast way to check if a point is to visualize the described constraints . In actual cases , these
within the capsule FIG . 4 , is to first calculate its distance d1 may be acquired from computer tomography ( CT ) or MRI of
to the core axis . If d1 >R , the point is excluded . If d1 <=R , 65 the pelvic region if required . In case of 3D TRUS imaging ,
then the point is included if and only if one of the following the location of the sphincter could be approximated based on
relations holds : d2sL/ 2 or d3sR or d4sR . Here, d2 is the probe to image calibration . The required 3D geometric data
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of the prostate surface is also readily available when using
novel biopsy devices such as position tracked probes and

the reduction parameter was a =0.5 , and the exploratory
move was considered small if the linear moves ( Cij , Xij, d )
were smaller than 0.1 mm ( 6 reductions ).
To simulate TRUS -biopsy and evaluate P, the male human
anatomy was reconstructed from the Visible Human Project
(VHP, National Library of Medicine ). Manual segmenta
tions of the prostate, bladder, urethra , rectum , and pubic
bone with the perineal wall were done by an experienced
urologist using the Amira Visualization platform ( FEI Com
pany, Burlington , Mass . ) as in FIGS . 7A and 7B . The size of
the prostate, 21.4 cm" , was also measured using the Amira
Visualization platform . To simulate different prostate vol
umes , the VHP's prostate was uniformly scaled about the
center of its bounding box to 5 sizes : 20 cm , 40 cm" , 60
cm , 80 cm" , and 100 cm” .
First , to determine convergence of the optimization
method , the 12 - core transrectal biopsy optimization using
the typical 18 mm core length was performed for the 20 cm3
prostate. Optimization was started from 10 different initial
states (ºº ) . All these initial states were chosen as reasonable
variants of the typical 12 - core extended sextant biopsy plan
(FIG . 1C ) , with variation in the position and orientation of

robots ( Logiq - E9 , GE Healthcare , Waukesha, Wis . ). How
ever, basic freehand 2D TRUS probes would not provide the
data required by the method .
The optimization problem is to find the biopsy plan Y that 5

maximizes the probability of detection of significant tumors .
( Eq. 11 )

Maximize (* P (Y ))

Intuitively, the algorithm should search for a solution Y
that satisfies the constraints, fills the prostate as much as 10
possible with capsules, avoids those extending out of the
prostate, and minimizes their overlaps. The maximization
may be implemented with iterative methods such as a
gradient descent or pattern search optimization method .
Pattern search is a heuristic optimization algorithm that 15
does not require the evaluation of the gradients of the
objective function and was shown to work well on functions
that are not continuous or differentiable . Compared to the
classic gradient descent method that slides along the gradi
ent to iteratively improve the solution , the pattern search
uses a series of exploratory moves , one side and the other of 20
each state variable, and retains the one that returns the best
gain in the objective function .
biopsy plane.
The optimization starts with an initial biopsy plan ¥ . The theThen
, the relationship between the number of cores and
state variables that determine the location of the entry points
may
be set zero . State variables that determine core locations 25 the
size
of the prostate was investigated, while maintaining
standard 18 mm core length . For this, the $P were
may follow a sextant plan in the para - coronal plane for the
transrectal biopsy and transverse plane for transperineal evaluated for 18 biopsy plans of 6 to 40 cores ( with

increment of 2 , added symmetrically on the left and right
biopsy ( FIGS . 6A - 6C ) .
lobes ) for each of the 5 prostate sizes (20 cmº to 100 cm” ,
At each step
k
,
an
exploratory
move
Ak
is
applied
to
each
30 20 cm increment).
element Wijk - 1 of the current state Yk - 1, where
Next , the relationship between the core lengths and the
( Eq . 12 )
Ak = [ 81, 82 , ... Om ], where d ;> 0 for j= 1
... m

One by one , an exploratory move d ; is applied to each side
of each state matrix element while maintaining the other
elements:

{

dj, q = i and r = ;
ar

(Eq. 13)

otherwise

The probability of detection P (Wijt expl) calculated for all
2 nm exploratory moves . If any of these provides a positive
gain relative to the previous state , the move Yexpl that

size of the prostate was investigated for the 12 - core biopsy.
For this, the SP were evaluated for 14 core lengths between
14 mm and 40 mm (2 mm increment) for each of the 5
35 prostate sizes.
In all cases , the optimal biopsy plan ' was determined by

maximizing the significant tumor probability of detection

Max (* P ( Y ) ) for all three biopsy paths ( FIGS . 8A - 8C ) . The
probability of inadvertently detecting insignificant tumors
40 with the optimal plan P ( 1 ) was then evaluated , as well as
the ratios of the SP to ' P.

An example of a transrectal biopsy plan optimization that
starts from the systematic biopsy plan is presented in FIG .
9 ( for 12 - cores , 18 mm core length , and 40 cm prostate
provided the maximum gain is retained to update the state 45 size) . The initial SP of the systematic biopsy plan was 42.5 % .
matrix of the next iteration :

After optimization, the SP increased to 54.4 % .
FIG . 10A shows the optimization result for 10 trials on a

20 cm prostate , each manually initialized with a slightly
different systematic biopsy plane. The dotted lines denote
50 the 'Pof 10 different trials, and the red solid line denotes the
Wik -1 otherwise
average of all trials. The optimized plan has a higher SP than
the systematic biopsy plan . For a 20 cm prostate , the
If there is no positive gain , the exploratory move A is average SP of the initial systematic and the optimized biopsy
plan are 61.1 % and 81.8 % respectively, with standard devia
reduced to :
Ak = mak - 1 with parameter 0 < ^< 1
( Eq. 15 ) 55 tion of 3.6 % and 0.7 % respectively . The average computa

y expl| Max(* P (V*P" ) if SP(V ) -- PLok = 1 ) > 0 (Eq. 14)

tion time of each iteration and total computation was
When this reaches a small value , it is then reset to the 0.29s ( s ) and 34.7 ( s ) respectively using an Intel Core 17
initial value Aº and the above steps are repeated to check CPU .
convergence to a better optimal solution, until there is no
The results correlating the dependency of the SP , `P, and
improvement.
60 their ratio to the size of the prostate for a constant 18 mm
In the present case , an initial exploratory move was
biopsy core length are represented in FIGS . 11A - 11C . These
FIGS . show that if more cores are sampled the P increases ,
and the number of cores required to achieve a certain SP level
5.0
mm
,
(
Cij
,
Xij
,
d
;
)
is
higher for larger prostates . The SP and ' P are similar for
Aº
65 different biopsy paths, with slightly higher SP values for the
( 0 ;)
transrectal, then the angled transperineal, then the template
transperineal biopsy (FIG . 11A) .

= { 5.000
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At the same time , when more cores were used the ‘ P also

tumors in prostatess50 cm² . The results are in agreement

increased as in FIG . 11B . The SP to P ratio decreased with
the number of cores for all 3 biopsy paths as in FIG . 11C . For

since their tumor sizes ranged from 0.5 cm3 to 5.0 cm" , as
discussed above .

a 12 - core extended sextant transrectal biopsy ( 18 mm ) on a
With the shared experience of the prior studies, the model
40 cm; prostate , the SP and ' P were 54.1 % and 28.0 % 5 could be further updated to predict not only the lowest but
respectively, and the SP to ' P ratio was 1.9 .
also the expected detection rate , by using whole mounted
For prostate sizes larger than 60 cm , 99 % SP couldn't be prostate models in addition to the Visible Human Project
reached even with 40 cores . Before the 'Pcurves reached the
model currently used .
saturation point, these were approximately linear, so that the
On the other hand, other studies reported that 100 %
number of cores required to achieve the same SP level is 10 detection may not be achievable even with numerous cores ,
in other words that even the saturation biopsy may not
proportional to the prostate volume .
FIGS . 12A - 12C depicts the dependency of the probability saturate . Unfortunately, the results also agree with this
of cancer detection on the length of the biopsy cores for the finding. For example, if a 60 ?mº prostate would have only
common 12 - core extended biopsy. The SP increases with the one 0.5 cm3 tumor, there would be at least 10 % chance of
length of the core , as illustrated in FIG . 12A . This saturates 15 missing it even with a perfectly executed biopsy of 40 cores
at a length that is close to the depth of the prostate in the ( FIG . 11a ).

direction of biopsy ( 90 % @ 25 mm for a 20 cm prostate ).
The increase in the core length is also followed by increased
* P ( FIG . 12B ) . Before saturation , $P and ` P were approxi

of over diagnosing prostate cancer at biopsy, that is the risk

The capsule model also enables the estimation of the risk
of detecting insignificant cancer ( <0.2 cm ) . The present

decreased with the core length for all 3 biopsy paths ( FIG .
12C ).
A Capsule Model is presented to facilitate the evaluation

cant cancer.
Results shows that the risk of detecting insignificant
cancer ( P ) is a tradeoff of sampling more biopsy cores with

to 81.8 % , assuming that both of these plans are perfectly

of insignificant tumor detection as well as invasiveness.

sextant was found to average only 43 % , due to manual
execution errors and subjective planning. Together, these
results suggest that the biopsy may be improved by almost
40 % by using optimized planning and precise biopsy methods such as robot - assisted biopsy targeting .
Moreover, the numerical results reported herein represent
worst - case scenarios, where the tumors would all be at the
clinically significant size limit (0.5 cm ). Since actual
tumors would frequently be larger, the values that were
reported are the lowest detection rates to be expected. For
the example above, a wel executed optimal plan would yield
at least 81.8 % detection , but may be as high as 100 % if
tumors are larger. This is further supported by the spherical
shaped tumor model that is also the worst case scenario in
this respect . The results presented herein are intuitive and
agree with previously reported results, which showed that
more and longer biopsy cores are needed for larger prostates
up to a saturation limit . The findings are also in agreement
with a recent study, which showed that increasing the core
length and number in the anterior regions of the prostate
improved the detection rate for clinically significant cancer.
Several groups have also reported quantitative cancer
detection rates and proposed optimization methods. A recent
study reported that the sextant 12 - core biopsy plan with 2-4
additional anteriorly directed cores , all taken with a 22 mm
core length , may yield 100 % detection rate of the significant

hood of a false -negative result occurring, and thus help the
management of disease.
In this example the analysis and results focused on
decoupling the effect of the number of cores and the core
length on the probability of cancer detection. However,
performing the study exhaustively for all 3 biopsy paths, 5
prostate sizes , 18 core number sets, and 14 core lengths is
feasible and has actually been performed . However, display
ing these massive data in a comprehensive manner was
challenging. Therefore, for the purpose of this application
only selected data that is relevant to the methods and from
a clinical standpoint is presented.
In addition to traditional sextant methods, several studies
have used 3D biopsy planning and considered the direction
of the cores not only their core center position . In this
example , the directionality of the core planning was
improved by using realistic anatomical locations for needle
access . Consideration of the limited access to the prostate
caused by the constraints of the human anatomy makes the
plans more realistic and practically applicable , including the
depth of the cores.
Integrating the site of needle access with planning, as
presented, sets imaging requirements that are both limiting
and enabling. Imaging capable of reconstructing the prostate
in 3D are required , such as tracked TRUS, CT, or MRI . In
this respect, the methods presented apply directly to modern

mately linear to the core length. The ratio of $P to 'P 20 invention provides for the probability of detecting insignifi
of the probability of prostate cancer detection that a biopsy the purpose of detecting significant cancer (SP ) . Moreover, ' P
plan may yield . This model may be subsequently used to 25 increases faster than SP with the number of cores , and
optimize the biopsy plan geometry by maximizing the especially for many cores and / or smaller prostates . Thus,
likelihood of cancer detection with a given number of biopsy careful consideration for overdetection should be given
cores .
when increasing the number of cores , according to graphs
Traditional systematic biopsy methods use a uniform presented (FIGS . 11A - 11C ).
distribution of cores throughout the prostate gland . How- 30 Herein the methods are applied to a Visible Human
ever, these lack a clear geometric definition leaving room for Project model . The methods could be applied to biopsy
subjective interpretation . The biopsy plans presented herein optimization in individual patients, provided that 3D imag
are fully defined by coordinates of the cores and their ing is available . A proper balance of the insignificant/
direction . Together with the Capsule model , these plans significant probability of detection could be made in con
enabled the quantification of cancer detection likelihood and 35 cordance with the number of cores required for the patient.
optimization of the biopsy plan . For example, the probability The ultimate goal would be to determine the biopsy plan that
of significant cancer detection with 12 cores in a 20 cm
would detect all significant tumors utilizing the lowest
prostate is 61.1 % for the sextant plan and may be optimized number of biopsy cores , and thus minimizing the probability

executed . In real practice , with conventional freehand TRUS 40 Moreover, even if the biopsy result is negative for prostate
biopsy, the probability of significant cancer detection of the cancer, the biopsy plan would numerically give the likeli
45

50

55

60
65
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biopsy devices such as mechanically and magnetically suitable means known to or conceivable by one of skill in the
tracked ( Logiq - E9 , GE Healthcare, Waukesha, Wis .) TRUS art. All of the information associated with the application is
probes, image fusion systems (KOELIS , La Tronche, transmitted either wired or wirelessly over a network , via the
FRANCE ) TRUS robots, as well as MRI - Safe robots. In internet, cellular telephone network , RFID , or any other
turn , the use of these novel biopsy devices would substan- 5 suitable data transmission means known to or conceivable
tially improve upon the accuracy of executing the proposed by one of skill in the art.
optimized biopsy plans.
Although the present invention has been described in
The analytical model is based on several idealized connection with preferred embodiments thereof, it will be

assumptions. First , tumors are considered to be spherical

appreciated by those skilled in the art that additions , dele

shape rather than irregular, curvilinear, or fusiform . While 10 tions , modifications, and substitutions not specifically
this does not reduce the validity of the optimization , it does described may be made without departing from the spirit and
limit the use of the proposed methods in predicting the size scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims .
of detected tumors . However, the size may be predicted by
other methods that consider the length of the cancerous part
The invention claimed is :
15
of the biopsy core .
1. A method of biopsy planning comprising:

Second , the model assumes that tumors are evenly dis
tributed within the gland while it is reported that approxi
mately 68 % originate from the peripheral zone ( PZ) and
32 % from the central gland ( CG) . This assumption may
explain that “ P are similar for the transrectal, and trans- 20
perineal biopsy paths in the present invention, and that the
required number of cores is directly correlated to the pros

calculating significant and insignificant tumor detection
probability, wherein significance is based on tumor
size ;
generating a three - dimensional biopsy plan that increases
the probability of the significant and insignificant
tumor detection probability ;
calculating probability of a false negative detection of

imaging . As with all systematic biopsy methods, evenly
distributing the cores increases the probability of cancer
detection by preventing the cores being clustered or missing

voxel size to discretize this volume at a predetermined
level of reso on ;
iterating through all voxels ;

tumor using the three - dimensional biopsy plan to create
Both limitations may be overcome with further research ,
a revised three -dimensional biopsy plan ; and
by correlating statistical information of tumor shape and 25 determining a number and length of biopsy cores required
zonal distribution from whole mount prostates. This addi
to execute the revised three - dimensional biopsy plan.
tional information would further improve the algorithm to
2. The method of claim 1 further comprising implement
apply higher weight factors in high risk zones and accord
ing the method using a non -transitory computer readable
medium .
ingly distribute more cores in these regions.
The Capsule Model allows 3D geometric optimization of 30 3. The method of claim 1 further comprising :
biopsy core positions and orientations based on 3D prostate
setting a bounding box for a tumor detection area and a

tate size .

regions . While traditional sextant biopsy plans lack the 35
geometric blueprint of the plan , the proposed plans are
defined by coordinates, optimized in a geometric sense , and
consider anatomic constraints of the biopsy path , either
transrectal or transperineal approach . Results showed that
more and longer cores are required for higher probability of 40
detection and in larger glands. However, these also increase
the biopsy - associated morbidities and detection of insignifi
cant cancer which may contribute to PCa overdetection . The
results may be used to balance the number of biopsy cores
based on significant/ insignificant detection expectancy, in 45
addition to other clinical considerations . The present inven
tion is the first to quantitatively estimate the insignificant

portion .
It should be noted that the computer application is pro
grammed onto a non - transitory computer readable medium 50

checking if a voxel center is within the tumor detection
area , and if so add it to a set T';
iterating through all voxels of set T ;
verifying if the voxel center falls within any of the biopsy
cores of a set II;
counting the voxel with a center that falls within any of
the biopsy cores of set II as sampled by adding it to a
set 2 ; and
calculating tumor prediction probability as the ratio of the
number of elements of the 22 and I sets .
4. The method of claim 1 further comprising:
setting a volume of a tumor detection area and a voxel size
to discretize the volume of the tumor detection area at
a predetermined level of resolution to a set of voxels T';

defining the tumor detection area of a biopsy core as a
capsule surrounding the biopsy core with a cylindrical
volume having hemispherical end caps of the diameter
of the tumor to be detected ;
iterating through all voxels of I and checking if a voxel

that can be read and executed by any of the computing
devices mentioned in this application . The non - transitory
computer readable medium can take any suitable form
known to one of skill in the art. The non - transitory computer
center is within the tumor detection area of the biopsy
readable medium is understood to be any article of manu- 55
cores of the plan ;
facture readable by a computer. Such non - transitory com
adding the voxel center to the sampled voxel set 12 ; and
puter readable media includes , but is not limited to , mag
calculating tumor prediction probability as the ratio of the
number of elements of the detected voxel set and
netic media, such as floppy disk , flexible disk , hard disk ,
tumor search area voxel set T.
reel - to -reel tape , cartridge tape, cassette tapes or cards,
optical media such as CD - ROM , DVD , Blu - ray, writable 60 5. The method of claim 1 further comprising detecting
compact discs, magneto -optical media in disc , tape, or card tumors in the prostate gland.
form , and paper media such as punch cards or paper tape .
6. The method of claim 1 further comprising detecting
Alternately, the program for executing the method and tumors in any organ with a boundary that is segmentable as
algorithms of the present invention can reside on a remote

a surface .

server or other networked device . Any databases associated 65 7. The method of claim 1 further comprising representing
with the present invention can be housed on a central the biopsy cores as a capsule with a cylindrical volume
computing device , server ( s ), in cloud storage , or any other having hemispherical end caps.
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verifying if the voxel center falls within any of the biopsy

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising setting a
tumor detection area .

9. The method of claim 1 further comprising generating
the three -dimensional biopsy plan for significant tumors for 5
a predefined number of biopsy cores and lengths.
10. The method of claim 1 further comprising generating
the three -dimensional biopsy plan for insignificant tumors
for a predefined number of biopsy cores and lengths.
11. The method of claim 1 further comprising defining a
tumor detection area of a biopsy core as a capsule surround- 10
ing the biopsy core with a cylindrical volume having hemi
spherical end caps of the diameter of a tumor to be detected .
12. A system for biopsy planning comprising:
a source of image data capable of reconstructing a target
organ in three - dimensions;
a non -transitory computer readable medium programmed

15

for:

calculating significant and insignificant tumor detection

probability from the image data , wherein significance is
based on tumor size ;

generating a three - dimensional biopsy plan that increases
the probability of the significant and insignificant
tumor detection probability ;
calculating probability of a false negative detection of
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cores of a set II;

counting the voxel with a center that falls within any of
the biopsy cores of set II as sampled by adding it to a
set 2 ; and
calculating tumor prediction probability as the ratio of the
number of elements of the 2 and I sets .

15. The system of claim 12 further comprising:
setting a volume of a tumor detection area and a voxel size
to discretize the volume of the tumor detection area at
a predetermined level of resolution to a set of voxels I';

defining the tumor detection area of a biopsy core as a
capsule surrounding the biopsy core with a cylindrical

volume having hemispherical end caps of the diameter
of the tumor to be detected;
iterating through all voxels of I and checking if a voxel
center is within the tumor detection area of the biopsy
cores of the plan ;
adding the voxel center to the sampled voxel set 2 ; and

calculating tumor prediction probability as the ratio of the
number of elements of the detected voxel set
tumor search area voxel set T.

and

16. The system of claim 12 further comprising detecting
tumor using the three - dimensional biopsy plan to create 25 tumors
in the prostate gland .
a revised three - dimensional biopsy plan ; and
determining a number and length of biopsy cores required
17. The system of claim 12 further comprising detecting
to execute the revised three -dimensional biopsy plan . tumors in any organ with a boundary that is segmentable as
13. The system of claim 12 further comprising a comput a surface .
30
ing device .
18. The system of claim 12 further comprising represent
14. The system of claim 12 further comprising:
ing the biopsy cores as a capsule with a cylindrical volume
setting a bounding box for a tumor detection area and a having hemispherical end caps .
voxel size to discretize this volume at a predetermined
19. The system of claim 12 further comprising setting a
level of resolution ;
tumor detection area .
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iterating through all voxels ;
20. The system of claim 12 further comprising a biopsy
checking if a voxel center is within the tumor detection device
.
area , and if so add it to a set I ;
*
iterating through all voxels of set T ;

